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Conversely, Samsung products are marketed by insisting on the high end technology factor. This has been
described as the Halo Effect of the Apple brand, and a good example would be with regards to iTunes. Apple
Inc market and product segment strategy as Kotlet et al stated that marketing environment consists of two
aspects; task environment and broad environment, but both carries consumer value positioning, calibration of
technological support and credibility of product marketing. Part of the product strategy of Apple is to ensure
that the customer experience is always highly positive. This inspection is entirely centered on Apple Inc at
whole but the iPhone is the center of attention because of extremely customer choice product that Apples are
going to launch new version of the iPhone. These changes put the Apple product development team in a good
light, particularly in the eyes of Apple users, since it implies a commitment on their part of seeking continuous
improvement for their product offerings. Quality: The most differentiating factors in iPhone are scratch
resistant screen, durable and light metallic finish software used to resist computer viruses. Therefore, in
induction phase, transfer of techno-political opportunity might be vital assets of organization in long run
perspective. On screen color The optimal solution for some applications can best be done on a color monitor,
especially K education software. He understood the whole reason his products sold in the first place was, quite
simply, because he built products with his customers in mind, and then offered them to his customers.
Resellers are also tapped into, both online and brick-and-mortar stores. Second, although offering unique
features, the iPhone is a potential threat to independent iPod sales because both play music. In addition, Apple
iPhone marketing strategy is very readable, simple and cunning. The latest ad campaign for iPhone 4, rather
than concentrating on its oh-sopowerful processors simply magnifies some of its very basic functions such as
improved picture quality and email experience. The system does not require additional expensive hardware.
Apple Inc wants to attract upper and middle class customer with offering high quality products comparatively
cheapest cost. No software is more intuitive, no product more valuable than the Apple product. Although,
comparatively size is bigger but outstanding software is installed to perform multiple tasks because the touch
screen interface recognizes multi- fingers gestures. Strategic Marketing Planning 2 nd ed. In the same way, the
Apple brand also puts emphasis on customer experience by enhancing that sense of community among Apple
users. After a short period of time, cramp may begin to set in, and arm movement becomes painful and
clumsy. Macintosh compatibility issue must be answered. However, Apple Inc market positioning can be
expressed on the following pie-chart. Apple has expanded its distribution channels in recent years including
the addition of Wal Mart. Old technology software is burdened with an antiquated interface requiring hours of
learning time per application. This means that it focuses on selected products and continues enhancing them,
instead of branching out to create other products within the same category. Compatibility: iPhone itself
combined features of computer and cell phone. Any other smartphone looks like it was developed by rookies
when compared to an iPhone 4. The result is that customers know what to expect from Apple and they usually
get it. Nobody thinks about iPad or iPhone when thinking about Apple. That way, in addition to marketing
MP3 players, Apple also made money from selling downloadable music. As example, Apple Inc reduced price
cost three months after the iPhone lunch is theoretical guided by new product with low cost marketing
strategy. It represents that Apple Inc percentage changes at both areas are significantly high as compare with
others. Techno-Political Benefit: However, it is concern with integrated development of nation but associated
with business environment. Despite having plenty to share, Apple chooses the simplest route and that is of
addressing the general public.


